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Abstract—Nowadays there are a lot of car sharing service providers have been appeared in Russian market as well as in the world. Car sharing become popular since a person can have comfortable and quick transportation means in the city. This transportation means allow him/her to reach destinations without owning a private vehicle. However, sometimes for the car sharing user it is not possible to find a car in nearest location. In this case car sharing company can propose customers who goes to the same destination to share the ride together with the travel expenses. The paper proposes an approach to matching of driver and pedestrian routes based on predefined constraints such as detours and additional time the customers are going to spend for ride sharing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Last years, there are a lot of car sharing companies appeared in the roads of big Russian cities as well as in the world [1]. Yandex Drive, YouDrive, Delimobil, EasyRide, Car5, BelkaCar, colesa.com and etc. At the moment most of companies have large car parks as well as YouDrive aggregates car parks from different car sharing service providers. Along with that at outskirts sometimes for the car sharing users is not possible to find the car in walking distance. One of the possibilities to solve this problem and keep customers for car sharing companies as well as reduce traffic jams in popular routes is the possibility to share the rides by the two or more car sharing users that will share the expenses for car utilization.

The ridesharing is another strategy of sharing a car. In this strategy, owner of the car shares his/her trip with passengers based on the close located points of origin and destination. Therefore it is also known as carpooling, lift-sharing or carovoiturage [2]. The strategy allows to share travel cost as well as car maintenance cost between participants. In the same time it increases efficiency of car usage, since one car is used to transport at least two people, therefore reducing carbon emission by person, saving parking lots and road network from being overloaded [3]. Ridesharing became very popular in the US since government of many states provides a privileges to drivers who cares more than one passenger by allowing to use special line marked as “2 or more persons in vehicle” or “high occupancy vehicle line” usually used by buses.

The paper proposes a task definition of the ridesharing feature task for car sharing company, algorithms to match the driver path with the pedestrian location and destination points as well as evaluation of the proposed algorithm. The proposed algorithm is based on the previous author’s research in this area [4], [5], [6], [7]. The main research novelty of this paper is adaptation of the developed earlier approach to the car sharing service providers as well as to show the possibility to its utilization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work in the topic of ridesharing is presented in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to task definition. A driver and pedestrian route matching algorithm is presented in Section 4. Evaluation of the developed algorithm is provided in Section 5. Main results are summarized in Conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

Nowadays, the next period of interest in ridesharing is expecting. It is associated with the intensive development of data processing, transfer technologies, and computing capacities, which can simplify the search for fellow travelers.

There are a lot of possible schemes of ridesharing implementation used by people in different countries:

- Public forums and communities. The information about upcoming or ongoing trips is shared through an open Web portal by drivers and passengers. The registration is free and shared trips are available for all users. The shared information consists of origin and destination points, time of travel (start and/or end time of the trip), personal information about fellow-traveler (gender, age, interests), trip cost, etc. The examples are: \texttt{eRideShare.com} [8], \texttt{PickupPal} [9], \texttt{Zimride} [10], \texttt{RideshareOnline} [11], \texttt{rideshare.511.org} [12], \texttt{CarJungle} [13];

- Private Web-services. In contrast to public forums private servers can be used only if user have an invitation. Usually this schemes is used by organizations to provide private space for their employees where their trips can be shared. For example, \texttt{Zimride} provides a private interface for universities and companies;

- Mobile applications. The scheme is similar to public and private services but access to trips is provided by mobile application for Android or iOS. Some of them provide base level automation to find fellow-travelers by trip parameters
and user preferences. The examples are PickupPal [9] and Avego [14];

- Using agents to find fellow-traveler (for example taxi companies);

- Simple pick-up (not pre-arranged points e.g. on bus stops).

Mobile applications are usually built based on the client-server architecture and search for fellow traveler is conducted on the server side to reduce power consumption of mobile devices. The approach presented in the paper is based on the idea of ubiquitous computing where all devices are participating in calculations. The idea is implemented through the decentralized smart space infrastructure. Decentralization provides increasing of the service stability and performance.

The main task to be solved during the development of the ride sharing support system is to search for meeting points for the pedestrian and driver. Different approaches are offered for the selection of drivers and passengers, among which is an agent-based approach. In this approach drivers and pedestrians are represented as agents engaged in bidding when choosing a pair [15]. The selection of potential pairs is initially based on the analysis of the driver’s path and the selection of potential passengers from pedestrians within a predetermined radius, after which the agents begin bidding to find a price that suits everyone. It is also proposed to formulate the problem of searching for drivers and passengers as an integer linear programming problem in which it is necessary to find a solution that satisfies a number of conditions [16]. The cost function is defined as the sum of the delay times of the driver and pedestrian, including the waiting time at the meeting point.

The use of meeting points that are not related to the pedestrian’s starting and ending points, although it complicates the task of selecting drivers, has advantages, the main of which is to increase the potential pairs of passengers and drivers [17]. Additionally, the solution found at the meeting point is often more optimal in terms of overall costs compared to fixed meeting points [17].

There are also studies aimed at integrating existing transport networks with ridesharing ideas. In particular, the paper [18] presents a model for integrating an existing public transport network with ridesharing. It is noted that a feature of this model is the need to take into account a fixed schedule of public transport when planning a trip. At the same time, the mobility of residents of suburban areas in which public transport routes are not able to cover all the required areas is significantly increased with introducing the ridesharing model.

Separately, it should be noted the study [19], in which the main emphasis is on the model for calculating the cost of a joint trip. The case of joint trips in the early hours of the day is considered. There are three roles for system users - a single driver, a ridesharing driver, a ridesharing rider. Costing schemes are based on optimizing travel times and travel distances. Based on these parameters, a model is built, according to which the system optimum is calculated to equalize the wishes of the driver and pedestrian in the cost of the trip.

In addition, the safety of joint travel remains an important issue. At the same time, security means not only the protection of personal data in the applications used, but the physical safety of passengers and drivers. The economy of shared consumption presupposes universal trust among everyone, and its maintenance through information services. So, in [20], a detailed analysis of health threats to passengers and drivers of Uber and Lyft companies providing ride sharing services in their applications is carried out. Among the causes of possible danger, the malicious actions of drivers and passengers, the use of drugs and alcohol by drivers, which significantly increases the probability of an accident, the unsatisfactory technical condition of the vehicle, are highlighted. All these problems are solved only by building control by the service owners with a timely response to complaints from ridesharing participants. To ensure route privacy when searching for matches, it is also proposed to use the Secure Multiparty Computation technique and its extension - Private Set Intersection (PSI) [21]. For this mechanism to work, the driver and passenger provide isochrones (many points with an equal time to reach them), among which matches are calculated.

However, most of mentioned services provide platforms for finding fellow travelers offline, rather than real time mobile services for generate rideshare plans. In everyday life people often make spontaneous decisions and are keener to pursue own schedules. Thus, the service should enable dynamic formation of carpools based on existing carsharing cars, active drivers and on current situation and people preferences. In this paper, dynamic ridesharing service implementation for mobile devices is described.

III. RIDESHARING TASK DEFINITION

Common ridesharing scenario is shown in Fig. 1. A car sharing user who cannot find an acceptable car tries to find the drivers who goes with the same route. Both users, pedestrian and driver, should specify their preferences for the system: maximum delay acceptable to him/her to wait, maximum detour that his/her route will be extended, social interests (including favorite music, in-cabin temperature), and etc.

Then the matching algorithm described in the Section IV is implemented. Algorithm is aimed to match the driver path with the pedestrian location and destination points. The goal of algorithm is to determine list acceptable drivers for the pedestrian based on driver and pedestrian preferences. For every acceptable driver the meeting points are determined that are satisfied to determined detours. Then the pedestrian can choose the driver that is most preferable for joint ride. After that the driver gets a request. It he/she accepts the request the pedestrian gets a notification that he/she should reach the meeting point. The price for the ride is divided between the participating people.
IV. ALGORITHM FOR MATCHING OF THE DRIVER AND PEDESTRIAN ROUTES

While searching for matching path of driver and pedestrian for the ridesharing the following problem has to be solved: is it possible to start joint trip for users based on the provided information about origin and destination, and taking into account restrictions from each user. If “Yes” the best points for meeting have to be calculated based on local preferences of driver and potential passenger as well as meeting time. To solve this task the algorithm has been proposed that finds a matching between driver and pedestrian path acceptable for both of them.

Let consider \( A \) as origin and \( B \) as destination point of the pedestrian’s path. For the driver let consider \( C \) as origin and \( D \) as destination point of the driver’s path. The shortest path between driver’s points is acquired from navigation service and is shown schematically with solid line on Fig. 2. The Fig 2. also shows that the driver and pedestrian are moving almost in the same direction and the driver can change his route to give the pedestrian a ride. The simplest situation, when meeting points are fully matched with pedestrian origin and destination is indicated on Fig 2 with the dotted line \( CABD \). A more complex situation raises in case of searching for a meeting point in some distance from driver’s and pedestrian’s paths that satisfies both the driver and the pedestrian restrictions. One of the possible solutions is presented on the Fig. 2 with the dash-dot line: meeting points of driver and pedestrian are shown with \( E \) and \( F \) points and the resulting joint path is presented with \( CEFD \) line.

The main stages of the algorithm for finding matching between driver and pedestrian routes is presented below:

```plaintext
FOR driver IN driver_list DO
  FOR pedestrian IN pedestrian_list DO
    matching = find_match(driver.path,pedestrian.path);
    cd = constraint_checking(driver, matching);
    cp = constraint_checking(pedestrian, matching);
    IF cd && cp THEN
      share(driver, match);
      share(pedestrian, match);
    ENDIF;
  ENDFOR;
ENDFOR;
```

The meeting points have to meet the following restrictions:
- Pedestrian’s meeting points should be not far from origin and destination points that half of maximum allowed detour distance (showed by dotted circle around points \( A \) and \( B \) on Fig. 2).
- The driver’s detour should not exceed the maximum allowed detour.

During the meeting points finding the following goal functions have to be considered:
- Driver’s path length should tends to minimum;
- Waiting time for driver and passenger should both tends to minimum value;
- Distance between origin and meeting point as well as between pick-off and destination point for pedestrian should tends to minimum value.

It has been calculated that the presented algorithm has exponential complexity. In this case the matching can work quickly for the short amount of drivers and pedestrians but in case of the system scalability the matching time will be unsatisfactory for operation in real time. To reduce the operation time authors propose to use the heuristics that are aimed at reducing search space of drivers and pedestrians. There are two heuristics have been proposed: distance heuristic and sector heuristic.
Distance heuristic is aimed at formation of set of drivers that have a physical possibility to meet the pedestrian (the nearest distance of pedestrian locations and driver path less than their predefined detours as well as the nearest distance of pedestrian destination to the driver path). Formally, it selects meeting points in the intersections of the circles of radius $P_{Detour}$ around the pedestrian location and destination points with the circles of radius $D_{Detour}$ around the points of the driver route.

$$
(p_{i}^{local} - dp_{i}^{j})^2 + (p_{i}^{local} - dp_{i}^{j})^2 \leq (P_{Detour} + D_{Detour})^2, \\
(p_{i}^{dest} - dp_{i}^{j})^2 + (p_{i}^{dest} - dp_{i}^{j})^2 \leq (P_{Detour} + D_{Detour})^2,
$$

where $pp_{local}$ and $pp_{dest}$ is the pedestrian location and destination points, $dp_{i}$ a set of points of the driver path, and $P_{Detour}, D_{Detour}$ represent the pedestrian and driver detours.

The second heuristics is aimed at determine the subset of possible meeting points for the pedestrian in according to the following sector (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). In Fig. 4 the situation is showed when one meeting point is acceptable (point C). In this case the angle of the sector is determined by the formula (3).

$$\left[ \theta - \frac{\pi}{4}, \theta + \frac{\pi}{4} \right],$$

that is corresponded to points $L$ and $M$ of the pedestrian path in Fig. 4 and angle $\theta$ is defined in the following way:

$$\theta = \arctg\left( \frac{C^{y} - A^{y}}{C^{x} - A^{x}} \right).$$

Location point (A) of the pedestrian path can be a potential meeting point. In general case several meeting points should be considered (e.g. $L$ and $M$ in Fig. 5). In this case additional possible meeting points should be included to the possible meeting point set (point $L, M, N$).
The presented sector heuristic reduce the search space but in case of unbalanced map some with rivers and lakes some possible meeting points can be lost. Both heuristics requires the following constrains that should be met to work effectively.

- Large number of drivers should participate in the ridesharing. Heuristics are aimed at filtering points. If the drivers count will be small the situation can occur that the pedestrian will not find a driver. However if the small amount of drivers are participated in the ridesharing the matching algorithm can be used without the heuristics.
- In case the drivers will specify the large amount of detour (taxi drivers start to participate in ridesharing) the heuristics will not reduce the search space.
- Balanced map (uniform distribution of roads on the map rivers and lakes absence). Unbalanced maps caused of the meeting point losses due to the sector heuristics utilization.

### VI. IMPLEMENTATION

The presented in the paper algorithm and heuristics have been tested on random pedestrians and drivers datasets (see, Table I) that includes coordinates of location and destination points of a pedestrian as well as driver paths. Experiments of the algorithm testing show that heuristics help to reduce the time of search in more than 1.5 times. The following hardware have been used for the experiments: Intel Pentium 4, 1.6 GHz, RAM: DDR1 512 Mb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivers</th>
<th>Pedestrians</th>
<th>Matching time, sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.2248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.5462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.2416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.4725</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Results of the experiments

Relationship between matching time and number of drivers and pedestrians has been shown in Fig. 6. It can be concluded from the experiments that algorithm operation time for 100 simultaneous drivers and pedestrians is about 4 seconds that is applicable time to provide results to the user that try to find a driver for ridesharing online.

To increase performance of proposed algorithms the following features was considered. The first feature is the consideration road graph specific while searching for potential meeting points. The ordinal spatial query allows to find the nearest points within a certain radius, without regard to their reachability. In other words, the distance between the points is calculated on a spheroid reflecting the shape of the Earth, while the topology of the roads is not taken into account, and points may reach the circle bounded by the selected radius, even if it is longer than the limit specified by the user.

CHECKING EACH FOUND POINT WITH Dijkstra's algorithm or A* requires serious time consuming, and therefore, to select points, we use the pgRouting library function - pgr_drivingDistance - which allows you to build a polygon containing points whose path to which does not exceed the specified value. Fig. 7 shows an example of a situation where the use of the pgr_drivingDistance function provides points exclusion that falling into a circle of radius Distance centered at the user's current location (point A), but the actual path to which from this point is greater than the Distance parameter (points G, F, I). As a result of the function, only four potential meeting points remain (A, D, L, H). The second feature to increase performance is the calculation of routes between one start and several end points. At the stage of enumerating options for a joint trip, it is required to calculate many driver paths to potential meeting points, many combinations of paths from potential pick-on points to pick-off points and many paths from pick-off points to the next point of the driver’s path.

The use of Dijkstra or A* algorithm at each stage requires significant computational and time costs, and therefore optimization of the calculation of path combinations at each stage is required. The possibility of such optimization is provided in the pgRouting library and implemented in the
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